
Showing the difference between sagitta and 
displacement
and
Measured beam momentum spectrum and
(simulated) beam profile at T24/1
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• Sagitta:
• Approx.: s ~ L2/8R     (L = “tracklength”)=(arclength or length of straight line

between endpoints)
• Exact: s = R(1 – (1 – (L/2R)2)1/2 )     (L is length of straightline between endpoints)

• Displacement:   d = R (1 – (1 – x2/R2)1/2 )
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  momentum:                   p= 1.     p= 2.     p= 3.     p= 4.     p= 5.

  y=   0.0 beam posit. =      0.000     0.000     0.000     0.000     0.000
  y=   0.0 sag_approx  =      0.000     0.000     0.000     0.000     0.000
  y=   0.0 sag_exact   =      0.000     0.000     0.000     0.000     0.000

  y=  25.5 beam posit. =      0.098     0.049     0.033     0.024     0.020
  y=  25.5 sag_approx  =      0.024     0.012     0.008     0.006     0.005
  y=  25.5 sag_exact   =      0.024     0.012     0.008     0.006     0.005

  y=  51.0 beam posit. =      0.390     0.195     0.130     0.098     0.078
  y=  51.0 sag_approx  =      0.098     0.049     0.033     0.025     0.020
  y=  51.0 sag_exact   =      0.098     0.049     0.033     0.025     0.020

  y= 203.5 beam posit. =      6.218     3.107     2.071     1.553     1.242
  y= 203.5 sag_approx  =      1.554     0.777     0.518     0.388     0.311
  y= 203.5 sag_exact   =      1.555     0.777     0.518     0.388     0.311

  y= 356.0 beam posit. =     19.065     9.512     6.339     4.753     3.803
  y= 356.0 sag_approx  =      4.766     2.378     1.585     1.188     0.951
  y= 356.0 sag_exact   =      4.770     2.378     1.585     1.189     0.951

  y= 381.5 beam posit. =     21.903    10.925     7.280     5.459     4.367
  y= 381.5 sag_approx  =      5.476     2.731     1.820     1.365     1.092
  y= 381.5 sag_exact   =      5.480     2.732     1.820     1.365     1.092

  y= 407.0 beam posit. =     24.941    12.435     8.286     6.213     4.970
  y= 407.0 sag_approx  =      6.235     3.109     2.071     1.553     1.243
  y= 407.0 sag_exact   =      6.241     3.110     2.072     1.554     1.243
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If multiple scattering is ignored and the magnetic field is assumed to be perfectly homogeneous, the
measured tracks should describe an arc of a circle. For a large circle, i.e. a high momentum track, the
track can be approximated by a second degree polynomial [17]:

y = a + bx + cx2. (7.5)

Here, the parameter c is related to the radius of the circle by

c =
1

2R
. (7.6)

Thus, the track momentum can be determined from this parameter, the magnetic field and the charge
of the particle.

The momentum studies described here were made on the data from 2010 with corrections described
in chapter 6. The momentum distribution from a run with a drift distance of 150mm can be seen in
Fig. 7.35. The tail at lower momenta comes from particles that have undergone some kind of interaction
between the beamline and the sensitive region of the detector, most probably in the detector walls or in
the magnet. The spectrum has a clear peak slightly below the nominal value of 5GeV. A better alignment
procedure could possibly improve this. Measurement points external to the TPC, e.g. obtained with
the silicon detectors that were originally planned to surround the TPC, would not have been a↵ected by
the electric field distortions. Therefore, they would have been helpful in the alignment. Nevertheless,
a reasonable estimate of the momentum resolution should still be attainable. A fit to the peak in 7.35
gives �p

p2 = �( 1
p
) = (9.19± 0.18)⇥ 10�3 GeV�1.

Figure 7.35: Momentum distribution from a run with a magnetic field of 1T and a drift distance of 150mm.

The measured value can be compared to what comes out from the Glückstern formula when inserting
the parameters valid for the measurement, B = 1 T, N = 84 and L = 49 cm, together with the measured
point resolution, at 15 cm drift length, of �y(0) = 79 µm, which then gives �( 1

p
) ⇡ 3⇥10�3GeV�1. This

is a factor of about 3 better than directly measured.

However, the energy spread of the beam is about 5% [47], which results in �( 1
p
) ⇡ 10�2 at 5 GeV

and thus fully accounts for the measured value. Consequently, the measured momentum resolution at
the prototype TPC can not be used to obtain the final momentum resolution of the full size TPC by
extracting a scaling factor using the Glückstern formula. Nevertheless, it is possible to get an estimate of
whether the present measurements are consistent with the final goal by using Fig. 7.34. This figure shows
the expected theoretical curves for space resolution as a function of drift distance at various magnetic
fields. The theoretical curves are calculated for slightly di↵erent conditions compared to what was the
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(a) Particle distribution before the TPC
field cage

(b) Particle distribution after the TPC
field cage

Figure 6.3 – GEANT4 simulation result for the particle hit location at the entry and exit of
the PCMAG [56].

Parameter Requirement

Area A º 10£10cm2

Thickness d ∑ 37mm

Lenght L ∑ 1300mm

æy ∑ 10µm

æx ∑ 1mm

Nr. of layers ∏ 3/5 (Pixels/Strips)

Total Radiation Length per arm X/X0 ∑ 2.1%

Table 6.3 – Final requirements to the telescope system [60].
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Figure 6.1 – Particle momentum distribution after interaction with magnet wall through
Data in black and simulation in green [57].

Figure 6.2 – Sketch showing the functionality of an external reference within the PCMAG to
determine correct momentum resolution and the used coordinate system.
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